A Page in a Book
Feeling Right at Home in a Book
Home means different things to everyone. Home can be a house, a town, or a
country. Home can be defined by the presence of family, the company of friends
or the sense of community. It can be a place of refuge, a place to rest, and a place
for reunion. But in the best of circumstances, home is the place where we are most
comfortable; the place where it is easiest for us to be ourselves. The following titles
explore different homes, leaving home and coming home – with each tale connected by the common thread of appreciation for the things that make our homes so
uniquely special to each of us.

Home

by Carson Ellis (Candlewick Press)
The whimsical folk art style of Carson Ellis creates the perfect common thread that ties together
the magnificent sampler of living spaces featured in “Home”. The reader is introduced early to a country home in a pastoral setting and an apartment in the heart of the city. But the tour of homes quickly
takes a surprising and delightful turn as homes from history appear alongside modern abodes. Palaces of mythical beings take turns with cultural dwellings in this unpredictable parade of homes. While
the wild swings between real and imagined houses could become silly, Ellis treats the sense of home
for each occupant with dignity and beauty. Throughout the book, the occupants’ lifestyles anchor each
abode, their personal signatures transforming every house into a home for those living inside.

The Day the Crayons Came Home

by Drew Daywalt and Oliver Jeffers (Penguin / Philomel)
In this hilarious follow-up to Daywalt and Jeffers’ colorful debut “The Day the Crayons
Quit”, Duncan’s crayons are as disgruntled as ever. But this time they have been scattered,
damaged, and lost, and they (mostly) just want to come home to their crayon box. Through a
series of postcards (addressed to Duncan’s room), each wayward crayon has a tale of woe
and a plea for Duncan’s help to get them back home. Semi-melted, partially digested, oversharpened, and under-appreciated crayons can only take so much adventure before they just
want back in the box they call home. But with their new shapes and sticky additions, new and
improved digs may be just the ticket for the crayons’ homecoming. Full of fun details cleverly
tucked into the illustrations, this new ‘crayons’ book promises to be a favorite repeat read!

Audrey’s Tree House

by Jenny Hughes and Jonathan Bentley (Scholastic Press)
Audrey is certain that she has grown too big for the small house she shares with her Dad. And after
some scouting around the yard, she convinces him to build her a place of her own in a tall tree. Audrey
insists that it needs a spiral staircase, a place to sip tea, and more features to make it her perfect new
home. As her Dad builds the bigger place to her specifications, it appears that Audrey will soon have
the ideal place to live. But when the last nail is pounded and Dad collects his tools to return to his small
house, Audrey’s big space seems to come with big worries. When she completes her list of worries to
her Dad, he reminds her that even though she has grown bigger, she always has a snug bed in a warm
house with soup for two just beneath the tree. ‘Audrey’s Tree House’ is a loving testament to the idea that
little houses can often be cozier with love filling them up.
Find more A Page in a Book recommendations at www.PageBookReviews.com.
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Drawing Out a Child’s
Inner Artist

Recommending the Best Toys
and Products for Kids

Every child is an artist. Some kids like to aim at drawing
things they love in the world around them. Others translate
through drawing and painting images that are completely
born from their imaginations. It’s important to foster every
child’s creativity with positive feedback on their drawings
while also providing them with the tools and time to really get into the work. With increasing competition for kids’
attention in a world full of tablets, smart-phones and other
gadgetry – the following drawing tools for kids have just the
right amount of modern marvel to bridge the divide between
traditional drawing and newer technologies.

by Gerry Paige Smith

Ingenio Smart Projector

My First Crayola
Mess-Free Touch Lights

(Ingenio)

Tracing images is an ideal confidence builder for kids who want to write
and draw, but may still lack the fine motor control to produce the images they
want. The Ingenio Smart Projector uses
a powerful LED light to project traceable
images onto a drawing surface for small
hands to follow with crayons or other marking mediums. The
traceable image collection includes the alphabet, numbers,
as well as 24 animal pictures with each named in Spanish and
English. The projector can adjust the size of images as young
hands hone their fine motor control. With sturdy image discs
and simple controls, the Smart Projector allows little hands to
operate and direct their drawing independently. It’s a bright tool
for supporting the early skills of young artists and writers!

(Crayola)

The sensory experience of finger
painting is carried over into Crayola’s
Mess-Free Touch Lights. The tablet-style
touch-screen is surfaced with a gellike material that mimics the sense of
finger-painting without the mess. As kids
doodle, their image lights up. The selector button at the bottom
of the unit allows kids to choose their colors and select any
sounds or music that they would like to include as they work.
And when kids want to change to more controlled drawing, the
included stylus features a three-sided shape that begins training little fingers on proper grip position for penmanship to come
later. It’s portable, mess-free, and ideal for keeping little fingers
busy as they create new masterworks at home or on the road.

Aquadoodle Travel
‘N Doodle

IDO3D Design Studio
(IDO3D)

In the news more and more, 3D
printing is quickly becoming a force to
be reckoned with in engineering and
technology. And the method behind the
printing has already translated into a tool
for the younger set to employ for their
own artistic ideas. The IDO3D Design
Studio includes five 3D pens, a 3D guidebook with templates, and
two accessory shapes to get young designers started. The pens
extrude a melted plastic which quickly cools into the shape as it
was “drawn”. Using layers and connections, young artists quickly
begin to develop the ability to draw in 3D, lifting their artistic visions off the flat page and building them into a whole new dimension. The studio includes enough material for up to 25 projects,
and replacement pens are available for 3D artists who want to
expand their body of work in this new frontier of drawing.

(SpinMaster)

The name is a big hint toward the
basic premise of this portable drawing
tablet. Instead of carrying around piles
of paper and markers, the Aquadoodle
Travel ‘N Doodle set includes a twosided drawing surface, a ‘pen’ and a
carrying case. The pen is essentially a water marker (refillable with
water that saturates the tip) that interacts with the drawing surfaces. One side of the tablet reacts to the pen tip in blue, the other
side in red. No ink to spill, crayons to melt, pencils to sharpen,
markers losing caps etc. Emptying the water from the pen, or sealing it in a plastic bag before transport, ensures that the surfaces
stay dry and are instantly ready for art to happen. When a drawing
is complete, simply allow the surface to dry and it will soon return
to a white blank, ready for the next artistic pass.

Paige Smith is a freelance writer and syndicated columnist living in Alabama. More on GET THIS! at www.PageBookMedia.com.
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